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l. lntroduction

Atomic force microscope (AFM)t), which was originally

invented as a tactile surface profiler, has evolved into various kinds

of scanning probe microscope (SPM). Non-contact mode atomic

force microscopy (nc-AFM)2) is a kind of SPM that measures the

potential of atomic force (Lennard Jones potential) existing in the

proximity of the sample surface.

In nc-AFM, a cantilever with a sharp trp on one end is used as a

probe. When the mass and the spring constant of the cantilever is

given by m and k respectively, the equation of motion is given as

follows:

mi  =  -kx

When the tip approaches the sample and is caught in the poten-

tial, a force with a tip-sample distance dependency is applied to the

tip. This kind of force can be modeled as an exffa spring constant

k, andtherefore the equation of motion is modified to:

mi  =  - (k l  k . )x

As a result, the resonance frequency /r of the cantilever

changes from:

,  _ |  ̂ E
" r o -  2 o y  m

to

ψ7
Thus, by monitoring the change in the resonance frequency of

the cantilever, or by monitoring the change in the resonance ampli-

tude of the cantilever, the force gradient acting on the tip can be

known.
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Since any kind of force gradient can have the same effect on tip,

various types of scanning force microscopes (SFM) such as

Kelvin force probe microscopy (KFPM)3'4) or magnetic resonance

force microscope (MRFM)5-e) utilizing the same principle &s flc.

AFM have evolved. Also, since the mass change of the

cantilever can have the same effect, chemical sensofs with oscil-

lating cantilevers are proPosed.

The minimum detectable force (force resolution) of the nc-AFM

method is limited by the thermal noise level of the cantileverr0).

When the cantilever is in equilibrium with the surroundings in

terms of energy, the cantilever should have the vibration energy

that matches the temperature of the surroundings. Therefore:

1 2 1
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- 

*ktT
L L

where, ftr: Boltzman's constant, T: Temperture of the sur-

roundings

When the vibration energy is divided equally among the spec-

trum, the minimum detectable force F.,n is written as follows:

[zwr"in
i .  = t  t :^mn  

V  nUo

where, Q: quality factor of the cantilever, B: Bandwidth of mea-

surement

Therefore, to minimize F-ino a cantilever with low spring con-

stant ft, high quality factor Q, and high resonance frequency/r is

needed.

The minimum force detection reported was attonewton order

force measurement achieved by using a long ultra thin silicon can-

tilever.lr) Their technique was td.minimize F-io bY lowering k to

the limit and maintaning Q at certain amount. Although this

method is applicable against simple force measurement, spring

constant k must be maintained above certain amount to avoid tip-

sample contact (snap-in) in nc-AFM measurement.

To make a low noise cantilever for nc-AFM measurement, min-
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Fig. I A SEM image of single crystal silicon nano-cantilever

imizing the size is effectivet'-t'. Since the mass of the cantilever

decreases, high resonance frequency can be achieved while

keeping the spring constant at certain amount. Also, high Q is

achieved due.Jo reduction in intrinsic loss. In this approach, we

have developed a small single crystal silicon cantilever for use in

nc-AFM as shown in Figure 1. The cantilever has a length of few

microns and thickness of 40 to 80nm. In this paper, we present the

results of the measurement of static and dynamic mechanical char-

acteristics of these cantilevers.

2. Measurement of static mechanical characteristics

For measurement of static characteristics, we have used an

atomic force microscope situated inside scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM-AFM)16). First, we measured the cantilever's

tolerance against strong stress. The cantilever was pressed hard by

a tungsten needle usually used as a tip for scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM). As shown in Figure 2, the cantilever could

survive stress without any apparent indication of plastic deforma-

tion even after the cantilever is bent injo S figure. Since the gap

between the cantilever and the base is lpm, elasticity was con-

firmed for at least lum of bending. The curvature at the edge of the

tetrahedral shown in Figure 3 is preventing stress concentration

and thus increasing the structural strength. When we pressed the

cantilever to a further extent, the cantilever eventually broke at the

rim of the SiO, column supporting the cantilever as shown in

Figure 4.

We have also measured the spring constant of the cantilever by

SEM-AFM. By measuring the force curve (sample stage deflection

vs. cantilever deflection) at the base and the end of the cantilever

and comparing the gradient, we can obtain the ratio between the

spring constant of the cantilever used to press and the nano-can-

tilever. By taking for granted the spring constant of the AFM

Fig.Z Continuous images of nano-cantilever being pressed by
tungsten needle. The cantilever was seen to survive stress
without any apparent indication of plastic deformation
even after the cantilever is bent into S figure.

Fig. 3 Close-up view of the nano-cantilever. A curvature can be seen
on the edge of the tetrahedral.
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Fig. 4 SEM image of a nano-cantilever after fracture. The point of
fracture was at the edge of SiO2 column.

cantilever, we can obtain the spring constant of the nano-cantilever.

For a nano-cantilever with a length of 8pm and a thickness of

60nm, the spring constant was measured to be 3 to 5 N/m.

3. Measurement of dynamic mechanical characteristics

For measurement of dynamic mechanical characteristics, we

have used a commercially available laser Doppler vibrometer and

a network analyzer. The setup of the experiment is shown in Figure

5. The output of the network analyzer was plugged to the piezo-

electric actuator, which was used to oscillate the nano-cantilever,

and the output of the laser Doppler vibrometer was plugged to the

input of the network analyzer"'. By using this setup, we were able

to measure the vibration amplitude spectrum of the cantilever.

A vibration amplitude specffum obtained in vacuum of 10{ Torr

for a nano-cantilever with a length of 8;.m and a thickness of

60nm is shown in Figure 6. From the experimental result, the first

vibration mode had the resonance frequency of |.ZOZMHz and the

quality factor of about 8400. The resonance frequency of two adja-

cent cantilevers differed only by less than 0.07Vo. A typical

nano-cantilever we have measured had a resonance frequency

ranging from lMhz to 6MHz and a Q factor ranging from 8000 to

10000. We are now aiming to raise the Q factor by cleaning the

surface of the nano-cantilever, since most of the damping is occur-

ring at the surface.

We also observed the oscillation of the nano-cantilever in air.

Figure 7 shows the vibration of the piezo actuator and Figure 8

shows the vibration of the nano-cantilever both at the resonance

frequency of the cantilever 4.75MH2. From the result, the Q fac-

tor was calculated to be under 10. Most of the damping that is

limiting the Q factor seems to originate from squeeze effect of air

under the cantilever.

Piezoeleotric Actuator

Fig. 5 Schematic figure of the experimental setup for measurement

of dynamic characteristics. A laser Doppler vibrometer and a

network anaJyzer was combined to obtain vibration ampli-

tude spectrum of the cantilever.
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Fig. 6 Vibration amplitude spectrum of a typical nano-cantilever.

t1 tt-W 7 tB t|JV v-r-E'/

Fig. 7 Vibration of piezoelectric actuator. Vibration amplitude was

1.6 nm p-p.

Fig.8 Vibration of nano-cantilever. Vibration amplitude was

8.4 nm p-p.
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4. Gonclusion

From experiments, for a nano-cantilever with a length of 8um

and a thickness of 60nm, spring constant was 3 to 5 N/m, reso-

nance frequency was 1.2MHz, and Q factor was about 8400 in

vacuum. From these figures, presumed minimum detectable

force of this cantilever is in the order of 10-16 N if operated under

vacuum at 4 degrees Kelvin. We are aiming to reduce the mini-

mum detectable force by raising the Q factor of the cantilever

through surface cleansing.

Apart from having a capability of being used as high Q can-

tilever in vacuum, the nano-cantilevers mav be used as an ultra low

Q cantilever in air.

(Manuscript received, December 13, 2000 )
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